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ATHLETES MINDSET: Dominate In and Out of Your SportSuccess * Strategy * Motivation *
Performance * StrengthThese are just a few topics you will find in the Athlete's Mindset book
seriesHave you always been a nervous competitor? Have you spent months or years trying to
reach the top level and felt like a failure along the way?Are you stuck in the vicious cycle of
sucking at winning and feeling happy?In today’s world, dominating in sports on and off the field
is harder than ever. The innovative and empowering tools outlined in this book solve your
external and internal athletic problems in a new and easy-to-use way. The ATHLETES MINDSET
series is designed to resolve your daily confidence questions in a concise and easy-to-read
manner. This series is designed for athletes and teams who suffer from mental and emotional
management issues found in every sport. Stress, pressure, anxiety and doubt find their way into
the lives of athletes seeking validation from their next win, teams finishing a long season of
losses, and coaches hoping to keep their position for one more year. Sports has a culture of
external reward with little time devoted to internal development. Knowing that sports is 99%
mental does little for your progress. On average, less than 1% of practice time is typically spent
on consistent mental training in athletic teams.ATHLETES MINDSET: Mental and Emotional
Health Tools To Dominate In and Out of Your Sport gives you the foundation you need for your
competitive success through:• Tried and true cognitive science-based methods that make the
athletic process simple and fun.• Unique winning methods that involve no additional hours spent
in practice. • Simple strategies for preventing and defeating mental blocks.• Uncovers the #1 way
to actually feel confident and win with satisfaction (hint: it has nothing to do with a gold medals)•
Shows you how simple and fast creating unstoppable power can actually be. (take this one
out)Follow the advice in this book and your next “big” goal in sports will feel surprisingly small.
ATHLETES MINDSET helps you envision the future you want and how to achieve it from the
inside out. This is mindset training like you have never experienced before.

About the AuthorFlorence Scovel Shinn had the ability to explain her success principles and
how they work in an entertaining and easy-to-read style. By sharing real-life stories she
illustrates how positive attitudes and affirmations invariably succeed in making one a winner in
life able to control life s conditions and release abundance through a knowledge of spiritual law.
Her published works include: The Game of Life and How to Play It, Your Word Is Your Wand, The
Power of the Spoken Word, The Secret Door to Success, The Writings of Florence Scovel Shinn
A one-volume DeVorss edition of her four books along with a Shinn biography, The Game of Life
Affirmation & Inspiration Cards 52 cards with quotations from The Game of Life. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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ATHLETE’SMINDSETVolume 1Mental and Emotional Health ToolsTo Dominate In and Out of
Your SportSuccess * Strategy * Motivation * Performance * StrengthAmy Twiggs#1 Best Selling
AuthorAuthor’s NoteThroughout this book I have used examples from many of my personal
clients’ lives. To ensure privacy and confidentiality, I have changed their names and some details
of their experiences. All of the personal examples from my own life are accurate and have not
been altered.First published in the United States of America by Amy TwiggsCopyright @ 2020
Amy Twiggs. All Rights Reserved.The right of the author of the Athlete’s Mindset book series to
be identified is the Author of the Work and has been asserted by her in accordance with the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of 1988.No part of this book series may be reproduced,
distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or
other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher and/
or author, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in reviews and certain other non-
commercial uses permitted by copyright law.To order additional materials or trainings associated
with this content, please contact:Flippinawesomecoaching@gmail.com,
amy@athletesmindsetacademy.comor .First published 2020.Cover Image: MyKayla
SkinnerUsed by permission of Arianna Grainey PhotographyAthlete’s Mindset AcademySaint
George, Utah 84790For MikkiWhen you’ve decided on something, no one can persuade you
otherwise. This is a superpower! Your example strengthens me and increases my desire to
confidently make decisions without looking back.Special ThanksA special thank you to MyKayla
Skinner for the use of her image on this book cover. MyKayla is an Olympic level gymnast who
portrays determination and confidence in every area of her life. I am grateful for her contribution
to this book and to the sport of gymnastics.With gratitude also to Lisa Spini, MyKayla Skinner’s
current coach, as well as my former competitive coach and the endorser of this book. Lisa has
had a positive impact on the lives of thousands of young women. To this day, I attribute much of
my personal success to Lisa.NoticeThis book contains discussions about mental and emotional
health topics and problems. I have taken my experience, skills, training, education, research,
and knowledge to formulate the systems and content provided in this book. I am not a physician,
therapist, or scientist. If you should have any medical, emotional, or mental concerns regarding
this material, please refer to your primary care physician, a medical consultant, or a professional
therapist. In addition, please be advised that I cannot be held responsible for medical, mental, or
emotional decisions you make as a result of reading this book. I waive all liability claims
associated with the content in this book. This book is created for the sole purpose of opening
your eyes to new possibilities, healing your heart, expanding your mind, and allowing the innate
power you hold inside of you to grow exponentially as you dominate in and out of your
sport.ContentsAcknowledgementsMy PassionIntroductionChapter 1 Win Every TimeWhat Is a
Success Strategy?Build Your Custom HomeChapter 1 HighlightsExtra Mental Core
WorkoutChapter 2 It’s Never about the SharkThe SharkThe REAL ProblemThe REAL



SolutionCreating EmotionsChapter 2 HighlightsExtra Mental Core WorkoutsChapter 3 Is It
Really a Plank?The PlankThoughtsThe BrainThe Lower BrainFunctions of the Lower
BrainChapter 3 HighlightsExtra Mental Core WorkoutsChapter 4 Eat the Frog FirstFeed the
Right WolfThe Three Functions of the Higher BrainChapter 4 HighlightsExtra Mental Core
WorkoutsChapter 5 You Need More CementThe Minimum BaselineRaising Your Minimum
BaselineChapter 5 HighlightsExtra Mental Core WorkoutsWhat’s Ahead in Volume 2 of the
Athlete’s Mindset SeriesAppendixAbout the AuthorAcknowledgementsPicking up another
mindset and performance book about confidence and motivation in sports is proof of your
commitment and your belief that there are answers to your athletic problems.Considering the
unending information available to athletes and coaches and the number of systems that just
don’t work, I commend your effort and willingness to give it another try. I want to encourage you
to keep going until you achieve exactly what you have set out to do. Don’t let my words or anyone
else’s determine how you will realize your goals. You must find your own path. You already have
all the answers inside of you at this moment. In fact, if that is the only piece of information you
take away from this book, it would have been worth reading. I believe in you. I believe you
already know exactly what to do. You just didn’t know that and didn’t believe that yet. But, once
you have finished this series, you will know. It’s possible you will see things you haven’t seen yet;
you will know things you haven’t known yet; and you will achieve things you have imagined
yet.To Tyler. I always wondered what it would feel like to receive a 10.0 in a big competition
during my athletic years. I no longer wonder. A 10.0 life is what I get to enjoy daily with you. I love
you.To my four awesome kids who stop to give me hugs, bring me food, wrap me up in blankets,
and recognize my passion for what I do and who I am. I hope you all run with your passions and
open up to the endless possibilities available to each of you. You continually unveil your
greatness to me and show me how to be more present, how to love unconditionally, and how to
be better at playing every day.To my clients, who allow me the opportunity to show you your
minds when you would rather shut that door, when you would rather hold on to fear instead of
letting yourself go toward fearlessness, and when you choose to believe in new possibilities
instead of looking to your past for evidence of your capabilities. Your breakthroughs fuel me to
keep going. You allow me to be there working through what you think and feel during your
athletic successes and failures. Your courage to feel terrible and open up to emotional pain fills
me with great desire to learn and serve you better every day. Each of you has made my coaching
experience and life more meaningful. Keep being Flippin’ Awesome! You totally got this!My
Passion“It’s not who you are that holds you back, it’s who you think you’re not.”—Author
Unknown“You must not have learned anything in your psychology classes at Stanford to dare
suggest that coaches and parents don’t cause pressure in their athletes. Obviously, you are not
a sports coach or a parent, otherwise you wouldn’t have said such a thing.” This was a coach’s
comment on a post I sent out regarding the need to teach athletes about pressure and emotional
management tools.For the past twenty years, I have taught hundreds of athletes how to visualize
success, affirm their way to confidence, and use cue words to stay focused during big



competitions. I was once passionate about getting more athletes to “see” in detail what they
wanted to experience on the field and in the arena, but now I “see” I was wrong. I wasn’t wrong in
teaching visualization and affirmation, goal setting and obtaining dream ideas for athletes, but
rather, my methods for achieving those things were based on outcomes instead of the process. I
believed if you could see something, you could achieve it. Now I know that just because I see
success, I won’t necessarily obtain success. There is much more to the equation for that result to
take place.And when I say equation, that is exactly what I mean. Success is much more
formulaic than you might think. The way to win can be broken down to simple math. The way to
consistency is math. The way to get more of what you want is, again, math.What kind of math
am I talking about? I teach athletes how to nail that beam routine, how to increase their free
throw stats, how to shave time off their 100-meter backstroke race, or how to kick the field goals
successfully every time. That is just one plus one equals two.But what is even more exciting and
fascinating for me to teach is how to make one plus one equal infinity. This is where I do not shy
away from telling coaches that they can calm down and stop worrying about thinking they are
the cause of pressure in their athletes.Pressure is just one of ten thousand documented
emotions. Emotions, in and of themselves, don’t harm anyone.The reason coaches believe they
can personally cause pressure in an athlete is because they truly believe they have that kind of
power. Unfortunately, this is because most coaches and athletes don’t have the tools to
understand that no one has that kind of power—no one has the ability to actually cause another
person’s emotions. Emotions are always within the individual’s control and never come from
outside. Emotional power has nothing to do with words or actions of something or someone
else.Once I teach athletes where pressure comes from and how to manage the amount of
pressure they want to feel in any given situation, they feel empowered and in control.Now, what
coach or parent would not want their athlete to feel in control and powerful instead of powerless
and afraid? When athletes understand these tools, they will no longer choose to believe that
their parents or coaches can cause them to feel pressure.I used to teach traditional sports
psychology tools. I used to believe they were the key to athletic success. However, the more I
learn, the more I train, the more knowledge I obtain, the more I realize that none of those tools
matter if you don’t understand the “why” of how they work. The sports psychology tools I used to
teach have much more significance now that I better understand what’s going on cognitively and
how to generate the fuel you need for more expedited success.Emotions are the key to success
in sports. Emotions are the power behind every win! In this book, I guide you to understand your
power. You become the hero, knowing how to generate more control, more power, and more
success.Introduction“I always felt that my greatest asset was not my physical ability, it was my
mental ability.”—Bruce JennerLet’s talk about your dreams. What do you think is possible for
you? Why?If you’re a competitive athlete, you know a thing or two about dreams. There is a
reason you’re still in your sport right now despite the long hours, the hard workouts, the pressure,
and the disappointments and obstacles that inevitably come.Why? What keeps you going? Why
do you want to continue seeking for a dream, knowing it will require pain and many trials along



the way?I want you to think about where you are right now in your sport. Do you like your team?
Do you wish something was different? What actions have you taken toward your goals?Once
you have really considered what your current situation is, consider where you want to be in the
future. If you knew you would definitely your highest goal in the future, what would you do
differently today at practice? What would you have to start believing today? How would you feel
once you accomplished that goal? Is it really worth the effort?What do you think is the solution to
get you from where you are to where you want to be? What is the biggest obstacle that you will
need to overcome in order to achieve your goal? What kind of help do you need? What kind of
support would be most helpful for you?When asked these types of questions, most athletes
don’t really know what they want or why they want it. They don’t know what the goals they
vocalize really look like in their minds. They can’t describe the details of the results. They just
show up to a sport that feels good (sometimes), nod their heads when coaches give corrections,
and keep trying whatever feels most natural in the moment.When a coach asks an athlete why
they aren’t taking certain actions, the athlete usually responds with a shoulder shrug or “I don’t
know” response.Most athletes are living in a dreamlike state instead of an intentional state.
Athletes are generally taught to avoid negative emotions. By default this means they are not
experiencing many positive emotions either. How can you truly love your sport without learning
how to manage the expected negative emotions that will arise? You cannot feel the excitement
and love for a sport if you’re not willing to open up to the inevitable pain and frustration also.
Therefore, the majority of athletes are missing the most beautiful part of their sport! They work
so hard, just to feel numb and dissatisfied in the end.Does this resonate with you? Do you
wonder what fulfillment and satisfaction really means?What if you knew exactly why you did
everything in your sport? What if you knew what was driving your action or inaction? What if you
were capable of creating the results you are dreaming about?Would it be worth it to you to feel
confident, safe, and unstoppable in and out of your sport?In this book, I am going to help you
find answers to these questions. You will learn tools to help you efficiently and effectively get
clarity and focus. You will be able to use these mental and emotional tools anytime and
anywhere to figure out exactly what is going on within you and how to change it.Here is my bold
guarantee: if you implement these tools on a daily basis, I promise your athletic abilities and
experience will change for the better. Period. There’s a catch though. . . you have to put in the
effort, practice, and time required to see that change. What is the ability to make every dream
come true worth to you?Only you can decide that.YOU GOT THIS!Chapter 1Win Every
Time“Never say never because limits, like fears, are often just an illusion.”—Michael JordanIn
this chapter, you will create a plan for your athletic success. You will discover why you are
spending hours pushing your body to extreme limits. You will be able to clearly identify what you
are doing toward your dreams and what is distracting you from those same dreams.***Recently,
my mother awkwardly handed me an overflowing box.“Oh no,” I thought. “What is Mom bringing
me this time?” My mother has an extremely sensitive heart and can’t part with anything that
reminds her of one of her seven children.“I know there are many things you will love in here,” she



said as she gave the box to me. “If there is anything you don’t want, please give it back to me.
Don’t throw it away.”One of the papers I found on top of the pile of souvenirs in that box was a
daily schedule I had handwritten in seventh grade. I had a very tight routine and followed it
religiously. At the top of the page I noticed the affirmation, “I am an elite gymnast.”I always
thought that I wanted to participate in the Olympics. At a young age, I knew I had to become an
elite gymnast—a level that requires a certain score at a qualifying meet—in order to have that
chance. I knew I was going to become an elite gymnast, I just didn’t know how or when.I did not
become an elite gymnast in the seventh grade. In fact, I didn’t make it to that level until the tenth
grade. I had achieved my goal three years after I had written the statement “I am an elite
gymnast” on my schedule.Eventually, it happened. I qualified and officially became an elite
gymnast.When the time came to choose between going to college or going to the Olympics, I
chose college. Once I became an elite gymnast, I realized that I didn’t really want to go to the
Olympics; I just wanted to be a collegiate athlete.Did I fail? Was it a waste of time to dream about
going to the Olympics someday? Maybe.But maybe not. Having such an Olympic-sized goal
helped me be willing to continue learning new skill sets and grow in my own capabilities. Those
new skills opened doors for me that I hadn’t considered when I started the journey toward the
Olympics when I was little.I settled on a new goal, and I reached it through working toward my
old goal of the Olympics.I didn’t know when I was going to reach my goal when I was little, and I
didn’t become an elite gymnast as soon as I’d hoped, but I had committed to this goal, and I had
believed in it as if it was as good as done. It was all I wanted. I planned to keep trying everything I
could think of until I reached my goal. This was my Success Strategy.
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